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Abstract This paper proposes a model, Recommendation of Appropriate Partners (RAP),
used on a Social Networking Service (SNS) for locating appropriate Bhelpers^ for users based
on individual users’ Chain of Friends (CoF) relationships. Using the RAP model, individual
users can participate in a collaborative online community in remote locations, whereby helpers
are willing to help other users solve their tasks/problems, and it is intended that both the users
and helpers gain knowledge from these interactive online sessions. An example of the RAPbased system was implemented to invite Program Committee members to an international
conference. The system was evaluated and the experimental results show that our model is
very effective for discovering collaboration partners and finding users with similar interests in
order to create communities for providing future and longer-term helping exchange.
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1 Introduction
Web 2.0 is the term given to describe the second generation of the World Wide Web that is
focused on allowing people to collaborate and share ideas, thoughts and information online
([21], p. 93). Today, many kinds of Web 2.0 applications exist, such as blogs, social
networking services (SNS), and Wikis. SNSs are one of the fastest growing and most popular
Web applications [12].
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A social network is defined by Boyd and Ellison [3] as a web-based service which allows
individuals to a) construct a profile within a bounded system, b) generate a list of other users
with whom they share a connection, and c) view and connect to others via this list, such as a
friend of a friend. Different members within an SNS may have different degrees of mutual trust
and closeness with each other. Social interactions and access to social information resources on
SNSs can be facilitated by mobile devices anytime and anywhere [23]. Nowadays, an
increasing number of people tend to make their personal information public via Social
Networking Services as SNSs allow users to create in-depth profiles describing themselves.
Facebook is such an online social networking service for which the number of daily active
users had reached 864 million daily active users on average for September 2014 [10]. Facebook
is used to find out more about other people/friends/acquaintances or just to keep up-to-date with
others [15].
Friend recommendation is one important feature of SNSs such as Facebook. Many studies
suggest that friendship is a significant and positive factor in collaborative activities [2, 4, 13].
Every person/user in a social network has an interpersonal relationship contact (e.g., BFriend^,
or BFriend of a Friend^ in the SNS). Some researchers have tried to understand and enhance
the way people organize their contacts [16, 19]. The authors depict these in Fig. 1—direct
Friend of User, or Acquaintances of A, Friend of B, or Acquaintances of C. These connections
form the so-called BChain of Friends^ (CoF), from User through to D.
Despite their importance, Bthe interpersonal relationships such as friendship are rarely
considered in academic research about information retrieval^ [7], and there are currently no
search engines within SNSs which can be used to find Bhelpers^ by using friendship such as
friends and acquaintances.
When a learner faces problems in daily life learning, he/she usually searches for information on the Internet using search engines such as Google, but the problem is, there are many
irrelevant answers, and the learner needs a reliable answer.
There are two problems involved in building a model to address this particular difficulty:
1) How can one find an appropriate person to solve the problem?
2) How can one get help (i.e., recommendation of an appropriate Chain of Friends) from a
stranger?
In this paper, the Recommendation of Appropriate Partners (RAP) model is proposed based
on the CoF interpersonal relationships in an SNS. Utilizing these relationships, the RAP model
was designed to locate appropriate BHelper^ for individual users to help them with their tasks/
problems. For example, the model can recommend a Bbest^ request CoF for users, and locate

Fig. 1 Chain of friends
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someone to help the user, even if they are Strangers. This is a novel approach using
interpersonal relationships to get help from others, even Strangers.
An instance of the RAP model-based system was trialed and evaluated. The system is
called the Collaborative Partners Search Engine (CPSE), which is extended from a previous
SNS system for foreign language learning exchange [25]. The CPSE was designed to help
invite scholars to serve as program committee members of international conferences.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the literature review is presented.
Then the recommendation algorithms used in the RAP model to find appropriate BHelper^ and
locate the Bbest^ request CoF for users are described. The process of the development of the
RAP model is then depicted. Finally, the conclusions and future work are presented.

2 Literature review
The RAP model uses personal information (such as personal relationships) in an SNS. The
model provides a connection between friends and acquaintances; this is also known as a Help
Network [18]. The model is built on a foundation of trust between friends. Therefore, the
literature review is presented according to the three aspects of personal information research,
help networks and trust, as follows.
2.1 Personal information research
The advent of SNSs has led to an explosion in the quantity of personal profiles available online.
SNS user profiles are a rich source of information as they comprise a large set of personal
attributes. Lampe et al. [17] explored the relationship between profile structure (namely, which
fields are completed) and number of friends in an SNS, and also pointed out the importance of the
profile and how it works to encourage connections and articulate relationships between users. By
examining users’ decisions in an experimentally controlled social network, Stecher and Counts
[22] explored the most important profile information to form impressions about people.
There are many applications for the use of personal information to help users find relevant
information about others. For example, Context Phone is a system which employs users’
context information to know the best time to make a call, or to select the best communication
channel [20]. BShould I Call Now?^ is a similar system which is proposed to provide callers
with cues of a receiver’s context through an awareness display, allowing informed decisions as
to when to call [11]. JAPELAS was developed to provide the appropriate polite expression
according to the context information such as learners’ personal information and location [24].
2.2 Help networks
The RAP model provides a connection between friends and acquaintances; this is also
known as a Help Network system [18]. The Help Network was created before the birth of
the social networking technologies. A number of studies have demonstrated that one of the
most effective channels for gathering information and expertise within an organization or
institution is its informal network of collaborators, colleagues and friends [9]. Such a Help
Network coupled with social networking technologies has huge potential for generating
and sharing a rich wealth of information and learning resources, as well as for providing a
mechanism for instant real-time communication with others around the globe. Additionally,
research suggests that social networks can potentially be useful for learners to solve
problems, because learners have access to a) many BHelper^ who can and may be willing
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to help them solve and complete the tasks, and to b) a great deal of relevant and useful
information/learning materials [8].
2.3 Trust
BTrust^ is very important in our RAP model. BTrust^ allows us to form relationships with
others and to depend on others for love, for advice or for help. Most research regards trust as an
important factor in task effectiveness. For example, Baier [1] regarded trust as necessary for
effective cooperation and communication.
Trust has become a hot topic in many research fields such as ethics, sociology, and
psychology [6]. Many scholars have conducted studies to explore the relationship between
the level of trust and performance. Hsu et al. [14] explored the relationship between trust and
expected outcomes. Chang and Lee [5] also found that trust serves as a learning facilitator
which affects students’ performance in the learning activities conducted on Facebook. A
survey conducted by Yin et al. [25] showed that the closer the relationship, the more
important the trust is.

3 The RAP model
The RAP model can help users locate an appropriate collaborator/helper, who can in turn help
them solve their tasks/problems. If an appropriate helper is a Stranger without any connections,
then locating a helper for this user may normally be a problem; this forms one of our research
questions in this paper. This section describes the algorithms used in the RAP model for
locating appropriate BHelper^ and the Bbest^ request CoF for the user.
3.1 Algorithm for finding an appropriate collaborator/helper
The RAP model uses the users’ self-administered profiles (including personal information,
study interests, schedules, and past actions) to locate an appropriate helper with a similar
profile who has the ability to solve the problem. Additionally, for each problem, the user enters
some related keywords so that a match between the user and a helper who is suited to solving
the problem can be found.
A formula is designed for calculating the appropriate degree of being a helper. Consider that
n is the number of keywords that the user inputs, and compares them with the other person’s
profile, schedules, interests and actions; the number of matched keywords is nm. The Level of
Matched Keywords (LMK) is calculated as follows:


LM K ¼

n−nm 
; where 0≤LM K ≤1
n

In the case of the LMK value being equal to or close to zero, then the person will be
recommended as an appropriate helper who is close to the user’s request.
3.2 Getting help from a potential helper
As mentioned above, a survey which was previously carried out to examine the process of
seeking help/learning support from others concluded that: 1) The more intimate the interpersonal relationships are, the easier it is to get help/support; and 2) The more simple things are,
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the easier it is to get help/support [25]. Based on this conclusion, the authors found a way of
utilizing the Chain of Friends (CoF) to get help from a stranger.
Our model can recommend an appropriate request CoF to the user. In the case of there
being many request CoFs, the model recommends a Bbest^ request CoF according to the
strength of the interpersonal relationship with the user.
3.3 Algorithm for recommending a Bbest^ request Chain of Friends
A Bbest^ CoF should not only have a close interpersonal relationship between the people, but
also a small number of people in the chain. This is the condition to determine whether the CoF
is appropriate or not.
The following table describes the categories of interpersonal relationships which are
utilized in locating CoFs in our RAP model.
3.3.1 Strength of Interpersonal Relationship (SIR)
The table contains six categories of interpersonal relationships, from intimate to unfamiliar
relationships. According to a previous survey [25], the authors developed a formula for
calculating the SIR (Strength of Interpersonal Relationship). Consider that n represents the
level of the interpersonal relationship which was previously set by the user. The SIR is
calculated as follows:

SIR ¼


6−n
; where 0≤SIR ≤1 and n ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g
6

In the case of the SIR value being equal to or close to zero, then the interpersonal
relationship is more intimate, and n is a natural number from 1 to 6.
3.3.2 Length of CoF (LCoF)
According to the “six degrees of separation” theory [18], we can know a social network
typically comprises a person’s set of direct and indirect interpersonal relationships, and the
length of the CoF is no more than six people. Therefore, the authors developed a formula for
calculating the LCoF. Consider that n is the number of people in the CoF.


LCoF ¼

n
; where 0 < LCoF ≤1; n ¼ f1; 2; 3…g
5

In the case of the LCoF value being close to zero, then the number of people is smaller, and
n is a natural number.
3.4 Flow chart of the RAP model
Figure 2 shows a flow chart of the RAP Model. An appropriate request CoF can be
recommended upon the user’s request by utilizing their interpersonal relationships to determine which helpers can support the user to get help more easily.
This flow chart has a layered structure. The 1st layer is the Friends layer. The 2nd layer is
the Friends of Friends (FoF) layer, which means that there is 1 intermediary. The 3rd layer is
the Friends of Friends of Friends (FoFoF) layer, which means there are 2 intermediaries. This
continues until the 6th layer, which has 5 intermediaries.
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Fig. 2 Flow chart of the RAP model

First, the user enters some keywords related to the requested event. The RAP-based system
will search for an appropriate person who has some relationship with the keywords. If there is
no such person, the user changes the keywords and searches again, and if appropriate people
are found, the system will recommend a person who has a close relationship with the user.
If the appropriate person is in the 1st layer, the system will recommend that person to the
user, and if there are several appropriate people in the same layer, the system will recommend
one who has a close relationship (in the order of Family, Relatives, Friends, and Acquaintances) to the user. If the user gets help from an appropriate person, then go to BEnd^.
Otherwise, if the user cannot get help in this layer, then the system will find appropriate
people in the next layer, and so on until the 6th layer. If there are still no appropriate people, the
user should change the keywords and search again.
Here is an example to explain the usage of the RAP model. Participant A, Akira, is a
Japanese person studying Chinese, who wrote a blog in Chinese and wants someone to correct
it for him, so he inputs the keyword BLanguage Learning, Chinese^ and performs a search on
the system. The system finds those people who have some relationship with the keyword and
recommends an appropriate request CoF for Akira.
As shown in Fig. 3, in the 1st layer, Participants M, E, and F are Japanese, and they cannot
understand Chinese; therefore, there are no appropriate people in the 1st layer. In the 2nd layer,
Participants C and B can speak Chinese, so they are appropriate helpers. Participant C is a
friend of Participant M, Participant B is an Internet friend of Participant M, and Participant M
is a friend of Participant A. There are therefore three Request CoFs:

&
&
&

In case 1, Akira asks for help from Participant B or Participant C directly. But, as they are
strangers, it is difficult to get help from them.
In case 2, Participant C is a friend of Participant M and Chinese is her mother tongue.
In case 3, Participant B is an Internet friend of Participant M and Chinese is her mother tongue.

Comparing cases 2 and 3, friend is level 4 (case 2) and Internet friend (case 3) is level 2 (see
Table 1), and so the personal relationship of case 2 is closer than that of case 3; therefore, the
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Fig. 3 Request CoFs

system recommends case 2 to Akira. Then Akira asks Participant M to introduce his friend
Participant C to him.
Note that although users can send an invitation to a stranger via some friend who knows the
stranger, it could take time for them to find the relationship (i.e., to inquire who could be the friend
of the stranger or who know the friend of the stranger) without any assistance; in particular, if the
relationship is built on a long Bfriend of friend^ chain and the number of strangers to be invited is
large. The proposed RAP model can solve the problem by providing them the best CoF for getting
help from the stranger.

4 The Collaborative Partners Search Engine (CPSE)
As mentioned above, based on the RAP model, a system called the Collaborative Partners
Search Engine was developed. Snapshots of the system are given below. Figure 4 is a profile
Table 1 Categories of personal relationships
Relationship

Level

Definition and explanation

a) Family

6

They are family members such as father, mother,
brother or sister.

b) Relatives

5

They are very close to the user such as boy/girlfriend,
relatives or close friends.

c) Friends

4

They are people whom the user has met and talked with
frequently such as friends, classmates or teachers.

d) Acquaintances

3

e) Internet friends

2

They are people whom the user has met and talked with a
few times.
They are people whom the user has never met before, but
has talked with many times online.

f) Strangers

1

They are people whom the user has never met before, either
online or offline.
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Fig. 4 Profile

interface for setting the profile.
Figure 6 shows a user’s list. If he clicks the BAdd Friend^ button, then Fig. 5 will be shown
for setting the personal relationship. Before using the system, users should preset the level of
their personal relationships.
The user uses Fig. 7 to find an appropriate person. He inputs the keywords (Computer
Education, Professor) related to his problem and performs a search on the system; appropriate
people will then be displayed. He can select someone and send an invitation message to that
person by using the BAsk for help^ button.

Fig. 5 Setting of the personal relationship
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Fig. 6 Users’ list

5 Experiment and discussion
As mentioned above, the RAP model is proposed to help users find a helper, even if that helper
is a stranger. In order to evaluate if the RAP model is effective at finding an appropriate person
for getting help, we used the RAP model-based system, CPSE, to perform an experiment and
analyzed the results. As a case study, we used CPSE to invite scholars to a conference.
One of the authors of this paper has held two conferences: IC1 and IC2. IC1 can be seen as
the control group and IC2 as the experiment group.
In order to invite Program Committee members and chairs (including general chairs,
organizer chairs, program committee chairs, location chairs, publication chairs) to IC1, the
author sent invitation letters to professors whose research is related to the conference. These
professors’ information (name, affiliations, e-mail, nationality, position) was collected from
proceedings and journal papers. Prior to this the author did not know these scholars.
The author used the CPSE system to invite the PC members and chairs to IC2. The author
collected their Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/) members’ information such as major,
occupation, title and email, then set up the interpersonal relationships between the authors and
the members. The personal information and relationships were saved in the database of the
CPSE system.

Fig. 7 Appropriate people
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Table 2 Control group

Control group (PC member)
Control group (chair)

Invited number

Accepted number

200

20

20

0

Success rate
0.1
0

5.1 Control group (C1)
The authors collected the information of 200 scholars in related research fields and sent
invitation letters via e-mails to invite them to help us organize a conference and review the
conference papers. The authors sent 200 messages to invite these professors to serve as PCmembers via the conference email account. In the end, only 21 professors accepted the
invitation. This is a 10 % success rate (Table 2).
The most difficult part was to find conference chairs, as chairs not only have a great deal of
responsibility, but also do more work for the conference. The author sent 20 messages to invite
potential people to serve as chairs. However, only six replied, all saying that there is a great
deal of responsibility and politely declined the offer. The result is that nobody was willing to
take the chair of an unknown conference. In the end, the author had to invite acquaintances to
serve as chairs.
5.2 Experiment group (C2)
The author input the keywords BComputer and Education, Professor^ into the CPSE
system to find prefessors whose research is related to computers and education. In this
instance, professor includes assistant professors and associate professors. As there were
only two keywords, the author selected those members who matched the keywords
exactly. In other words, only those results for which the LMK value was zero were
selected.
5.2.1 Chair invitation
Using the search results, the author selected 7 close friends (Level 5, LMK =0) and sent emails
to invite them to serve as chairs (General Chairs, PC Chairs, Organizes Chairs ), and they all

Fig. 8 Chair invitations
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Table 3 Level of author’s facebook members
Level 5

Level 4

I

A

I

PC

5

5

CR

7

7

Level 3
A

I

22

20

0

0

Level 1 and Level 2
A

I

A

13

6

30

8

0

0

0

0

PC Experiment Group (PC Member), CR Experiment Group (Chair), I Invited, A Accepted

accepted quickly and gladly. The author asked these chairs to create their own user accounts on
the CPSE system and set their personal information. Then, these chairs invited their close
friends (level 4, level 5) to join the CPSE system and set their interpersonal relationships with
them. This personal information and the relationships were also saved to the database of the
CPSE system.
There are some well-known professors (Professor Kh, Professor LeeK, and so on) in the
computer and education research field. In order to enhance the visibility of the conference, the
author planned to invite them to serve as chairs of the conference. However, the author had
only exchanged business cards with them at conferences, meaning that the interpersonal
relationships were only that of acquaintances (level 3). The author sent emails to invite them
to serve as chairs; however, only one of them replied, saying that there is a great deal of
responsibility and politely declined the offer.
Then, the author invited these well-known professors using the CPSE system. As shown in
Fig. 8, the system recommended Professor Kh, who is a close friend of Professor Hk. Then the
author asked Professor Hk to invite his friend Professor Kh. Professor Kh accepted the
invitation to serve as a chair of the conference. The author had Professor Kh’s business card
and had sent an invitation to him before, but he had politely declined the offer. Professer LeeK,
who was a stranger to the author, was recommended as a chair by the system. Because he is a
close friend of Professor Hk, the author asked Professor Hk to invite Professor LeeK to serve
as a chair of the conference, and he accepted the offer. From these two instances, the author

Fig. 9 Member invitations
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Table 4 Experiment group

Experiment group (PC member)
Experiment group (chair)

Invited number

Accepted number

Success rate

70

39

39/70

9

9

1

found that by using interpersonal relationships, the system could support users to get help more
efficiently, even though they were strangers.
5.2.2 Member invitation
The Program Committee members were assigned to review 1–2 papers each. Therefore, the
workload was not so heavy and there were no other responsibilities. Using Facebook, the author
collected 52 members’ personal information. In addition, 18 other people’s personal information
was collected from business cards. Then 70 emails were sent to invite them to serve as PC members.
As shown in Table 3, there are 5 close friends among them (level 5), and they all accepted
the invitations; there were 22 friends (level 4), of whom 20 accepted the invitation, while 2
replied that they were currently overloaded with work and politely declined the offer. There
were 13 acquaintances among them, 6 of whom accepted the invitation (level 3), and finally,
there were 30 strangers (level 1 and level 2), of whom only 8 accepted the offer. The author
found that the closer people are, the easier it is to get help.
The author used the CPSE system to invite more members. At first, the keywords BComputer
and Education, Professor^ were used to find professors who were suitable to serve as program
committee members, and then the chairs were asked to introduce them to be PC members.
As shown in Fig. 9, Professor Tb introduced 1 member, Professor Chu introduced 12
members, Professor Hw introduced 1 member, Professor Ya introduced 9 members, and Professor
Lf introduced 5 members. Then, the new members introduced a further 6 members. Finally, there
were more than 70 members for this conference. Among them, 9 had been invited by the author
beforehand but had not replied to the offer (Table 4); however, they accepted the offer when the
other chairs invited them. The author found that the closer people are, the easier it is to get help,
and the system can support users to get help effectively by using interpersonal relationships.
In order to exchange members’ views and promote interaction, the author created a
community for the conference, and then added all of these members to this community. It
was found that the members can help each other in this community, and they can help the
chairs to answer questions; for example, somebody asked about the weather at the conference
venue, and one of the local members answered the question instead of the chairs.
Another conference also used the same approach to invite members and chairs, and finally
succeeded in recruiting 78 members.

6 Conclusions
This paper proposes a social networked collaboration model—RAP, which can facilitate
collaboration and set up an online collaborative community amongst remote individual
users via social networked mobile technologies. This model can locate appropriate
BHelper^ for users based on the Chain of Friends interpersonal relationship in an
SNS system, in order to locate appropriate BHelper^ for users. In this way, personal
direct and indirect relationships can be utilized for pedagogical purposes, a network of
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friendships can be potentially enhanced, and knowledge sharing and creation can be
supported and expanded.
Additionally, our model forms an SNS among users who have similar interests so that their
own communities can be created for further and future learning and teaching exchange.
The RAP model has been applied for inviting PC members to an international conference
which was held by one of the authors. The results show that our model is very effective for
discovering collaboration partners.
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